
 

 
EYFS & KS1 LONG TERM PE PLAN 2020-2021 

EYFS GOALS 
 

KS1 GOALS 
● Master basic movements including running, jumping, 

throwing and catching 

● Develop balance, agility and co-ordination and apply to a 
range of activities 

● Participate in team games developing simple tactics for 
attacking and defending 

● Perform dance movements using simple patterns 

 
 TERM 1 TERM 2 TERM 3 TERM 4 TERM 5 TERM 6 

EYFS 
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Mat work 

Bench work 

Apparatus 

Outdoor play 

Apparatus 

Outdoor play 

Apparatus 

Outdoor play 

Athletics 

Sports day prep 

YEAR 1 

 

Mighty Movers 

(Running) 

Bootcamp 

Multi Skills 
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Skip to the Beat 
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Gymfit 

Throwing & 
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Cool Core 
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Fitness Frenzy 

YEAR 2 

 

Mighty Movers 

(Running) 

Bootcamp 

Multi Skills 

 

Fitness Frenzy 

Skip to the Beat 

 

Groovy Gymnast 

Ball Skills 

 

Gymfit 

Throwing & 
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EYFS & KS1 
EXPECTATIONS 

EYFS  

 

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 

Dance/Cool core 
(Yoga) 

Moves freely using a range of actions 

Has body awareness and can make 
different shapes 

Performs dances using simple 
movement patterns and body shapes 

Uses the space and has a rhythmic 
response to music 

Accomplishes simple movement 
patterns and body shapes and can 
link a series of movements together 

Uses the space creatively and has a 
rhythmic response to music 

Gymnastics 

 

Has an awareness of space and can 
successfully travel over, under, 
around and through balancing 
equipment 

Travels safely around obstacles 
(agility) and can balance and support 
body weight in different ways 

Carries out gymnastics shapes, i.e. 
curling & stretching 

Continues to travel, support body 
weight in balance and begins to 
understand about transference of 
weight, i.e. rocking and rolling 

Linking movements together. 
Learning to launch and land safely 

Games 

 

Experiments with catching, throwing, 
rolling, kicking, striking large balls 
and shows increasing control 

Mainly individual work, introducing 
partner work later in the year 

Continues catching, throwing, rolling, 
kicking, striking balls of varying sizes. 
Introduction to partner, group work 
and teamwork to encourage              
co-operation 

Practices catching, throwing, rolling, 
bouncing, kicking, striking balls of 
differing sizes with increased 
accuracy 

Participate in team games developing 
simple attacking and defending 
tactics 

Athletics 

 

Explores running, jumping, throwing 
and skills. Uses skills to contribute to 
sports day 

Experiments and practices the basic 
movements of running, jumping and 
throwing 

Participates in house sports day 

Continues to practice and masters 
the basic movements of running, 
jumping and throwing 

Participates in house sports day 

 


